NOTE: Video research into Mehmet Oz is ongoing and will be updated.
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CELEBRITY
RED CARPETS AND AWARDS
Oz Rode Down The Red Carpet As The Grand Marshall Of The Hollywood Christmas Parade. HOST
1: “Here is America's favorite on air doctor, the one and only Dr. Oz” HOST 2: “We appreciate you being
here and you being our Hollywood Christmas Parade Grand Marshall. We want to present you with a
certificate of appreciation for all that you do, and for being our Grand Marshall of this parade.” [Youtube,
Rich Girl Networks.tv, uploaded 12/15/17] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Answered Questions About His Suit Outside Of The ArcLight Theater In Hollywood.
PAPARAZZI: “My question to you, Doc is, your suits look so fitted and so forth, man. What's going on
here?” OZ: “So the guy I use is a Turkish tailor, and he uses Zegna fabrics but he makes all of his suits in
Turkey. You know, most of the suits you see in France, a lot of them are made in Turkey.” [Youtube, The
Paparazzi Gamer, uploaded 4/15/16] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Got Interviewed At Emmy Awards Wearing Suit. “I love these awards…it's the best feeling in the
world when you get [an Emmy award], you just want to kiss it, love it, take it home, make bookshelves out
of it." [Youtube, Tanisha Laverne Grant, uploaded 5/07/17] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Wore A Tuxedo At American Turkish Society Gala, Covered By The FAKE Magazine. [Youtube,
The FAKE Magazine, uploaded 6/05/18] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
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Oz Was Interviewed At Hearst Media Event. “First of all, I have always enjoyed when the city is big and
loud like Times Square. So, now we've got something up on 57th Street that's cool. I love the fact that all
the magazines are here, folks who interact with them. It's an extra destination. Tourists who come to New
York will come see it.” [Getty Images, HearstLive, 9/27/16] (VIDEO)

Oz Was Interviewed After Winning Emmy Award, Holding Emmy. [Getty Images, 43rd Annual
Daytime Emmy Awards, 5/01/16] (VIDEO)

Oz Appeared On Red Carpet At Michael Rubin’s Super Bowl Party. [DailyMotion, Michael Rubin’s
Super Bowl Party, 2/12/22] (VIDEO)

Oz Appeared On Red Carpet At National Geographic. [Youtube, Access Video TV, 4/10/18] (VIDEO)
DROPBOX
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Oz Appeared On Red Carpet At Emmy 2018 Emmy Awards. [Youtube, Daily Mail, 4/30/18] (VIDEO)
DROPBOX

Oz Won 2011 Emmy Award. [Youtube, DrOzEmmy, 6/27/11] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Appeared On Red Carpet Where He Said He “Was Very Flattered” To Be Named “One Of New
York’s ‘Best Dressed.’” Speaker 1: “How did it feel to know that you're one of New York's 'Best
Dressed'?” OZ: “Well, I was very flattered. I was assuming they awarded it for my green scrubs, that I
usually wear. But I decided to dress up, today, a little bit. You know, I can never quite tell. I usually take
my direction from Lisa. I wake her up at dawn, when it's very hard to tell what colors go with what, and
she tells me what to wear. So, you win the award. Congratulations.” [Youtube, BSD Media, 10/26/13]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX

OZ SHOW
News 8 Played A “Behind The Scenes Look” Of Dr. Oz Show. [Youtube, News 8, 9/14/11] (VIDEO)
DROPBOX

Oz Gave Tour Of Show Offices, View Of New York City. “So, here goes, come on. Don't fall. Here we
are. This is Manhattan. I'll give you a little tour. I showed you down below where 30 Rock is. So, I started
my show over there, where there's no windows. There's no windows there because that's where my show
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studio was. Jimmy Fallon's there, the Tonight Show and all those shows, are right there. So, that's a
pretty cool, iconic place.” [Facebook, Dr. Mehmet Oz, 6/02/16] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Recorded Behind The Scenes Interview At Parade Magazine Photo Shoot. [Youtube, Parade,
9/06/18] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

WEALTH
Oz Danced And Played Musical Instrument On A Boat. [Youtube, DoctorOz, uploaded 7/20/21]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Held Up Success Magazine Cover With His Face On It. “Hi, everybody. I hope your week’s off to a
fantastic start. I have to say that mine is going pretty well because, well, I was a little thrilled. I'm excited
to be featured on the cover of the newest issue of SUCCESS magazine. So take a look at this. Focus on
this. What do you think? Doesn't that green backdrop just bring out my eye color a little more? I might
start wearing green more on the show, I think. I was just really thrilled to be part of the magazine. I've
always been a huge fan of SUCCESS magazine, probably for the reasons you are as well. And for a long
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time, people like me and probably you have been understanding more about what success really means.”
[Facebook, Dr. Mehmet Oz, 10/02/18] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “Let’s Face It. Sometimes Spending Feels Really Good.” [DrOzShow.com, accessed 7/21/22]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Flying First Class On Turkish Airlines. [Youtube, Top Super Bowl 2022 Commercials, 2/24/20]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Discussed Travel To Stockholm, Sweden, Copenhagen And Denmark While Sitting In Front Of
Emmy Display. [Facebook, Dr. Mehmet Oz, 6/23/18] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
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SHOW
Oz Directed His Supporters To Move Around Campaign Event Venue To Make A Video Being
Filmed Of The Event Look More Full And Then Proceeded To Say The Same Line More Than Once
To Capture It For B Roll. [Butler County Rally, 00:50:50, 2/15/22] (VIDEO)
Oz Show Did Segment Where He Tried Cryotherapy. [Youtube, DoctorOz, 5/23/19] (VIDEO)
DROPBOX

Oz Show Did Segment Where He Performed “Cheerobics.” [DrOzShow.com, accessed 7/21/22]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Show Did Segment Where He Dunked His Face In A Bucket Of Ice Water To Stay Looking
Young. [Youtube, DoctorOz, uploaded 8/06/19] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

HOLLYWOOD STAR
Oz Received Star On Hollywood Walk Of Fame. [Youtube, Variety, 2/11/22] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “People Sometimes Say, ‘Oz, You’re An Entertainment Person, Why Would I Trust You?’ Well,
I Have A Star In Hollywood, At The Hollywood Walk Of Fame.” OZ: “‘We take what’s out there and we
make it even better.’ People sometimes say, ‘Oz, you’re an entertainment person, why would I trust you?’
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Well, I have a star in Hollywood, at the Hollywood Walk of Fame.” NUGENT: “That’s cool.” OZ: “It’s next
to Ronald Reagan’s.” HOST: “Wow.” OZ: “Just down the road from Donald Trump’s.” [Vimeo, Hunter
Nation, 00:05:02, 4/14/22] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
Oz, When Asked If He Was Worried About His Hollywood Walk Of Fame Start Being Defaced,
Joked That He Was Considering “Hiring Full-Time Armed Guards Around The Star.” SPEAKER 1:
“Are you a little worried, getting into politics, that somebody, you know, you saw what happened with
Trump’s star—somebody might deface it. Are you gonna have protection around this thing?” OZ: “I was
thinking of hiring full-time armed guards around the star. But, you know, it is such a blessing in this
country—” SPEAKER 1: “Yeah.” OZ: “—to be able to serve, and politics is one of the ways you do it.”
SPEAKER 1: “Yeah.” OZ: “And along with that choice comes a lot of negativity and people who are angry,
but it's not about me.” SPEAKER 1: “Yeah.” OZ: “It’s about them, and they got to work issues out. I quite
expect the star to be defaced at times, but just like the criticism, you know, leaves little scars—”
SPEAKER 1: “Yeah.” OZ: “But you get—it’s cathartic. You’re freed as well, to see what you want to say—
” SPEAKER 1: “Yeah.” OZ: “Which is the biggest blessing of all.” [YouTube, TMZ,” 00:48, 2/12/22]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX
MISC
Oz Performed And Danced On Stage. [Youtube, k7tka, uploaded 4/20/12] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Appeared In Video Promoting Turkish Airlines Where He Was Covered In Parrots. [Facebook,
Dr. Mehmet Oz, 12/05/17] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Recorded Ad For Luxury Turkish Travel Agency Featuring Shots Of Him Exploring Turkey.
[Youtube, Travel Atelier - Luxury Travel Agency, 9/21/21] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
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Oz: “When You Go To Bed At Night, Put Your Head On That Soft Pillow, You’ll Know Oz Will Be
Doing Exactly What You Want Him To Do If You Were There Next To Him.” [Twitter, @Acyn, 5/16/22]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX
OUT OF STATE
NEW JERSEY
RESIDENCY
Oz Wore Sunglasses And Said “I Live In New Jersey, Which Is To The West Of New York City.” OZ:
“Any compliments are welcome. You know the thing is people think about the sun always in the summer,
but the sun is so low on the horizon in the wintertime, especially when you're driving, it's blinding. You've
all live through it. I live in New Jersey, which is to the west of New York City.” [Facebook, Dr. Mehmet Oz,
1:08, 12/07/16] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “The Reality Is I Lived In Other Parts Of The Country. New Jersey In Particular.” OWENS: “Tell
me, one of the criticisms of you was that you are not from Pennsylvania. Are you finding that makes any
difference as you go around the diners and all?” OZ: “Well, if that's the biggest criticism against me, I'm in
good shape because I grew up just south of Philly, less than 10 miles from the mushroom capital of the
world, Tennet square, which is in Pennsylvania, went to med school and business school in Philadelphia.
But the reality is I lived in other parts of the country. New Jersey in particular.” [Youtube, WHTM,
uploaded 3/02/22] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
Oz: “Chris [Christie] Just Reminded Me To Mention That I Live In New Jersey.” “Thank you, Jack.
Chris just reminded me to mention that I live in New Jersey. Speaker…But my wife's family's from
Pennsylvania. I work in New York. I pay taxes everywhere. [C-SPAN, National Governors Association
2013 Winter Meeting, 01:41, 2/25/13] (VIDEO)
OZ: “I Live In New Jersey.” “Tip number eight, develop a system for living your life, meeting its
challenges, and developing opportunities. I began to ride my bike to work when I moved to New York city
to practice at New York Presbyterian Columbia University. It wasn't orthodox because I live in New
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Jersey. So I had to ride my bike across the George Washington Bridge every day at 5:30.” [Youtube,
Wharton School, uploaded 5/14/12] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
Oz: “Well, I’m From New Jersey. I Appreciate All That Our State Offers, And We Can Take Folks
Who Made It Big Coming from The State…You Want To Celebrate Them…It’s Classic New Jersey.”
“Well, I'm from New Jersey. I appreciate all that our state offers, and we can take folks who made it big
coming from the state. You want to celebrate them because we're all about resilience and people have
bounced around and they know how to take a joke. It's classic New Jersey.” [Youtube, James Petrecca,
uploaded 10/28/19] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
Oz: “I Live In New Jersey. Now, We Taped The Show In Manhattan.” “Now here's the challenge in
America. In California, I can literally write pot on a back of a napkin and you can get it. Literally. I live in
New Jersey. Now, we taped the show in Manhattan. [Youtube, Neil London, uploaded 4/03/15] (VIDEO)
DROPBOX
Oz: “I Did Move To New Jersey Because Television Is Done In New York City.” “I did move to New
Jersey because television is done in New York City and it was convenient, but we came back here all the
time and we moved back last year, both to spend time with their parents but also because this is home
and we feel very comfortable here.” [Fox News, 12/02/21] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
Oz: “I Got A Message From A Viewer, Sandra In Paramus, Not Far From Where I Live.” “I got a
message from a viewer, Sandra in Paramus, New Jersey, not far from where I live. She says, the longer
she's home, the more she can't stay out of the fridge. She's already up 15 pounds. The Quarantine 15, it's
called. No end in sight. How does Sandra's anxiety play a tangible role in what's going on?” [Facebook,
Dr. Mehmet Oz, 02:57, 5/13/20] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
Oz: “We Live In New Jersey.” [Youtube, David Di Franco, 5/11/11] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
NEW JERSEYANS
Oz Gave Interview At New Jersey Hall Of Fame Ceremony Where He Talks About “The Resilience”
Of New Jerseyans, Says “That’s What Humanity’s Always Been About. And We Know It In New
Jersey.” [Youtube, Hip New Jersey, uploaded 2/13/20] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Presented At The New Jersey Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony Behind “New Jersey Hall Of
Fame” Sign. [The Martha Blog, A Busy Evening on the Jersey Shore, 11/02/19] (IMAGE) DROPBOX
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Oz: “I Love Athletes That Are From New Jersey…They Grew Up In Our Soil And It’d Be Great To
Honor A Lot Of Them And Elevate The Nation’s Opinion On What New Jersey Means.” “I love
athletes that are from New Jersey. People forget how great our sports teams are, but I'm talking about
folks who've done great. Great surgeons. I think there's a lot of science and technology. When Bell
Laboratories was here a hundred years ago, a lot of the fundamental tools that we used for
communication came from this state. A lot of great people who have changed the country, came from this
state. They often didn't do it in New Jersey, but they're from the state. They grew in our soil and it'd be
great to honor a lot of them and elevate the nation's opinion of what New Jersey means.” [Youtube,
James Petrecca, uploaded 10/28/19] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
FLORIDA
Oz Recorded Video For The Palm Beach Civic Association That Identified Him As A “Palm Beach
Civic Association Director.” [Youtube, Palm Beach Civic Association, uploaded 10/15/21] (VIDEO)
DROPBOX

Oz Was Interviewed On South Florida TV Station Where He Talks About “Addressing The Needs”
Of South Floridians And Discussed Vacationing In Palm Beach. “I want to regale you for an hour on
things that I think are important. And especially in your lives here in South Florida, very specific, very
much addressing the needs that you all have. And there's so much happening in medicine. I know it gets
overwhelming…Yeah. March 22nd. The reason it's March 22nd is I bring all the kids down here for spring
break…NEWSCASTER: And so you spent the holidays on Palm Beach, right? OZ: Yep. NEWSCASTER:
You love to come down here. OZ: My wife's family's been coming here for 60 years.” [Facebook, WPBF
25 News, 10:05, uploaded 1/03/20] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
PENNSYLVANIA
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Oz: “I Grew Up In Philadelphia, So I Still Like The Beagles.” [Youtube, BehindTheVelvetRope.TV
Youtube, uploaded 12/02/15] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
NEWS COVERAGE
NATIONAL
MSNBC: "Dr. Oz Lives In A Mansion In New Jersey." [Youtube, MSNBC, 12/27/21] (VIDEO)
MSNBC: "He's Been A Longtime Resident Of New Jersey...Recently Changed His Registration To
Pennsylvania Where His In Laws Live." [Youtube, MSNBC, 11/30/21] (VIDEO)
PENNSYLVANIA
WPVI: “The Celebrity Doctor Is Facing Challenges Over Where He Claims He Lives…Oz, A
Longtime New Jersey Resident Is Getting Criticisms About His Residency Here.” “Dr. Oz’s run for
the open Senate seat in Pennsylvania is drawing questions about state residency requirements. The
celebrity doctor is facing challenges over where he claims he lives…Already Oz, a longtime New Jersey
resident is getting criticisms about his residency here.” [WPVI, 12/01/21] (VIDEO)
WGAL: Oz “Has No Deep Ties To Pennsylvania.” "I asked him about criticism that he has no deep ties
to Pennsylvania." [Youtube, WGALTV, 12/01/21] (VIDEO)
Radio Host: “He Moved To The...Montgomery County Home Owned By His Wife's Parents."
[Youtube, Michael Smerconish, 4/29/22] (VIDEO)
PA Homepage: “The Celebrity Doctor From New Jersey…Voters Want To Know Why He’s Running
In Pennsylvania.” [Youtube, PAHomepage.com, 1/19/22] (VIDEO)
HOMES
NEW JERSEY MANSION
TOURS
Oz Gave CBS Atlanta Tour Of Home, “A Mediterranean Inspired Mansion Tucked Away In A Quiet
Corner Of New Jersey. ANCHOR 1: “So Dr oz of course kicking off his 11 season right here on CBS 46.
So to celebrate our Sean Gables, she got the lucky ticket. She traveled all the way to New York to meet
the man leading the charge on modern day health and wellness.” GABLES: “We got to go behind the
scenes. He gave his incredible access to his set and an exclusive look at what his home life is. It kind of
reminds you of green acres…. He invited us to see how he escapes the chaos of his celebrity status.” OZ:
But we purposely wanted to live in a place where we could get to New York city, but we didn't want to be
in New York city.” GABLES: “That place is a Mediterranean inspired mansion tucked away in a quiet
corner of New Jersey.” [Youtube, CBS46 Atlanta, uploaded 9/23/19] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
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Oz Gave Tour Of His Home Basketball Court, “Basement Sports Center,” And Wine Cellar. [Today
Show, 7/12/17] DROPBOX

People Magazine Featured A Video From And Photo Spread Of Oz’s New Jersey Home. [People
Magazine, 2/10/20] DROPBOX
●

Oz: "The Original Owner Had Actually Gotten It From King George III…A Little Bit Of A
Mediterranean Feel To It…We Hid The Basketball Court Around The Corner, It's
Downstairs." [People Magazine, 2/10/20]

PROPERTY DISPUTE
ABC News Covered Tree Dispute Between Oz And His Neighbor Stating Oz Has “Chosen To Live
Here In Cliffside Park. It’s A Place Where People Will Spend Millions Of Dollars On A Home To
Have This Incredible View…That House There With The Orange Spanish Style Roof, That’s Oz’s
Home.” “A growing feud between a celebrity surgeon and his neighbor in New Jersey. The fight is over
newly planted trees now growing on Dr. Oz's property. Trees that are blocking one neighbor's view of
Manhattan...Diana, Oprah is credited with giving Dr. Oz his household celebrity. Now he has his own
show, and he's chosen to live here in Cliffside Park. It's a place where people will spend millions of dollars
on a home to have this incredible view of the Manhattan skyline you're talking about…That house there
with the orange Spanish style roof, that's Dr. Oz's home. The empty lot next to it is his as well.” [Youtube,
OzExposed, 12/09/10] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
CBS News Covered Tree Dispute Between Oz And A Neighbor Of His “Mission-Style Mansion On
The Cliff Of Cliffside Park.” “Tonight, trees planted by celebrity Dr. Mehmet Oz are giving his next door
neighbors more than heart palpitations. The neighbors are suing the famed heart surgeon for blocking
their gorgeous views of Manhattan. CBS2's Magee Hickey reports.” Magee Hickey: “It's a Mission-style
mansion on the cliff of Cliffside Park, Dr. Oz, his wife Lisa, and their children have lived here for close to a
decade.” [Youtube, OzExposed, uploaded 12/09/10] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Channel 11 News Covered Tree Dispute Between Oz And His Neighbor Stating “The Oz’s Bought
The Property Next To Their Sprawling Home, To Build A Pool And Cabana.” “It's a spectacular view
of the New York skyline from New Jersey and yet it's only half of what Hana and Angelo Bisceglie once
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enjoyed from their two million dollar home in Cliffside Park…Two years ago, the Ozs' bought the property
next to their sprawling home, to build a pool and cabana. They put in the bamboo trees to give
themselves privacy.” [Youtube, OzExposed, 12/09/10] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
OTHER
Oz TikTok Compiled Shots Of Him Falling Asleep Around His Home - Seemingly In New Jersey.
[TikTok, dr_oz, 8/21/20] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
FLORIDA MANSION
Aerial Look Featured Aerial View Video Of Oz’s Florida Home. [Youtube, Aerial Look, uploaded
5/14/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Dirt.com Featured Photo Spread Of Oz’s Palm Beach Home. [Dirt.com, 10/26/15]

Palm Beach Post Featured Photos Of Oz’s Palm Beach Home. [Palm Beach Post, 10/05/15]
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MISC
Oz Audio: “The Folks You Mentioned Are Going Off To, You Know, These Beautiful Houses. Their
Second Or Third Houses.” “And people in Pennsylvania tell me they can't go on vacation this summer ,
right ? They're not going anywhere. You know , the folks you mentioned are going off to , you know ,
these beautiful houses. Their second or third houses, They've got hanging out. But that's not what's
going on with many people in Pennsylvania. They can't because they're spending so much money filling
up your gas tank that they can't take their kids anywhere.” [John Fredericks Show, 6/10/22]
Oz: “I Happen To Have A House Here Or There.” [Dom Giordano Program, 7/18/22]
SCAMS
OZ IN HIS OWN WORDS
MISC
Oz: “We’re Playing A Game Called Real Or Quack Medicine.” [DrOzShow.com, accessed 7/21/22]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “We’re Calling It Doctor Oz Theater.” [DrOzShow.com, accessed 7/21/22] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
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Oz Said He Got His MBA Because He Realized “Medicine Was Run By Money.” HOST: “Now, you
are clearly a bit of an overachiever but you were an overachiever at a young age. In addition to your MD,
you got an MBA from Wharton as well. Now, what made you want to get an MBA? What about business
interested you and did you always see yourself connecting business with the medical world?” MEHMET
OZ: “I realized pretty early on that medicine was run by money. It’s not that doctors aren’t good and
people don ‘t care about healing, of course they do. That’s why we all went into the field. You never work
as hard as we work, nurses, therapists, if you didn’t care about the people. But to invest in the
technologies that make medicine better whether it’s just colle cting data on what you’re doing or new
machines that do x — rays on you or better technologies to fix you without the old fashioned invasive
surgery, you have to make monetary decisions.” [Youtube, Money Talks, 7/02/19] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
WEIGHT LOSS
Oz: “I’ve Got The Number One Miracle In A Bottle To Burn Your Fat.” “We've been talking about the
five biggest fat busters for five body types in just five days. And now I've got the number one miracle in a
bottle to burn your fat. It's Raspberry Ketone. And weight loss expert, Lisa Lynn, swears by this
supplement for those with fat all over the bodies. And who want anything, will do anything to get rid of that
fat.” [Oz Reviews Raspberry Ketone, accessed 7/20/22] (VIDEO)

Oz: “I’ve Just Revealed The Best Supplements To Blast Your Belly…I Have Got A Miracle Appetite
Suppressant To Kill Your Hunger…Could Saffron Be The Miracle Appetite Suppressant?” “I've just
revealed the best supplements to blast your belly, but to finish the job, you also have to eat less. Now, to
do that, I have got a miracle appetite suppressant to kill your hunger… Could saffron be the miracle
appetite suppressant to kill your hunger and squash your cravings once and for all?” [Youtube, Kyle Leon
Youtube, 11/13/13] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
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Oz: “I Have Got Four Belly Blasting Supplements. You Can Add To Your Diet Every Morning To
Blast Your Belly Away Once And For All.” “Now they're nodding their head. Are you so bloated that it
looks like a balloon? Are you tired of solutions that never really work? You know what? That ends today?
I have got four belly blasting supplements. You can add to your diet every morning to blast your belly
away once and for all.” [Youtube, Olivia Harris, 5/03/18] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “Take A Look At Your Belly…Come On Over Here, Because My Belly Blasting Supplement To
Burn Fat Is Called Forskolin.” “Take a look at your belly. If today was the last day that you could look
on that belly, what would you say to it?...Come on over here, because my belly blasting supplement to
burn fat is called forskolin, forskolin. [Oz Reviews Forskolin, accessed 7/20/20] (VIDEO)

Oz: “The Tiny, Itty Bitty Fiber That Can Push A Lot Of Fat Out Of Your Body.” “That my friends is
how FBCx works. The tiny, itty, bitty fiber that can push a lot of fat out of your body. Remember that when
you think about what you're going to do this week to get back on your program, we'll be right back.”
[Youtube, Leli Rumahnutrasetika, 1/17/20] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “HCG Shots For Weight Loss. We Have Talked About It Here Before, And Every Time We Do,
We Stir Up A Hornets Nest Of Controversy.” “HCG shots for weight loss. We have talked about it here
before, and every time we do, we stir up a Hornets nest of controversy, which is still raging today.”
[Facebook, Renown Weight Loss, uploaded 2/01/19] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “We're Back Talking About The Newest, Fastest Fat Buster, Garcinia Cambogia Extract.”
[Daily Motion, Garcinia Cambogia Extract Show Dr. Oz, accessed 7/20/22] (VIDEO)
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Oz: “This Is Going To Change Everything. This Is A Diet Pill Without Chemicals. It Is A Single Most
Important Thing You’re Going To Take Away From This Show…Fairy Dust For Your Belly.” “But let
me tell you why this is going to change everything. This is a diet pill without chemicals. It is a single most
important thing you're going to take away from this show, and I've got it right here for you. I'm going to
sprinkle it on and show you how to use it, but your job okay is to taste it for America and tell me if it's okay
for you… Think about this, fairy dust for your belly. It is something so easy that you could do.” [Youtube,
Khalid Khaled, uploaded 3/22/17] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “Imagine Losing A Pound A Day, But Never Feeling Hungry…Is It A Miracle Or Is It Hype? It’s
The Hottest Diet Sweeping The Country.” “A fascinating discussion about a controversial diet that has
everybody asking, how can I get on it? Imagine losing a pound a day, but never feeling hungry. It’s called
the HCG diet. You take a hormone called HCG. You want a diet that’s very low in calories. Now, it sounds
too good to be true, but you’ re going to meet some people, including doctors, who’ve tried it and say it
has changed their lives. Now all these people over here say they have lost an amazing amount of weight
on it, about 800 pounds in total. And when I first heard about it, I was intrigued, but I had a lot of
questions. Does it really work? Is it safe? Is it a miracle or is it hype? It’s the hottest diet sweeping the
country. And if you believe all the hype, it’s the long awaited miracle cure for weight loss. Imagine losing
40 pounds in just 40 days. An astonishing one pound per day. That’s what the ads promise for the HCG
diet. It’s controversial and thousands of people swear by it.” [Vimeo, HCG Diet Info, uploaded 7/30/21]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “A Fascinating Discussion About A Controversial Diet...It’s Controversial And Thousands Of
People Swear By It.” “A fascinating discussion about a controversial diet that has everybody asking, how
can I get on it? Imagine losing a pound a day, but never feeling hungry. It’s called the HCG diet. You take
a hormone called HCG. You want a diet that’s very low in calories. Now, it sounds too good to be true, but
you’ re going to meet some people, including doctors, who’ve tried it and say it has changed their lives.
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Now all these people over here say they have lost an amazing amount of weight on it, about 800 pounds
in total. And when I first heard about it, I was intrigued, but I had a lot of questions. Does it really work? Is
it safe? Is it a miracle or is it hype? It’s the hottest diet sweeping the country. And if you believe all the
hype, it’s the long awaited miracle cure for weight loss. Imagine losing 40 pounds in just 40 days. An
astonishing one pound per day. That’s what the ads promise for the HCG diet. It’s controversial and
thousands of people swear by it.” [Vimeo, HCG Diet Info, uploaded 7/30/21] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
Oz: “My Rapid Belly Melt...Everybody Stand Up, And I Want You To Go Ahead And Show Your
Belly…And Take A Little Belfie. Lift Your Shirt Up. Take A Picture Of Your Belly.” “Well, today I'm
going to show you how you can do the exact same thing with my rapid belly melt. Who else here wants to
melt their belly fat? All right. I want to challenge you all. I want to challenge you all. I want you all to stand
up if you don't mind. Everyone stand up, and I want you to go ahead and show your belly. I won't look.
And take a little Belfie. Lift your shirt up. Take a picture of your belly. Let me see you all do this.”
[Youtube, Flattbellybible, uploaded 2/16/20] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “My Rapid Belly Melt…It Burned That Fat So Fast On The Inside, I Didn’t Even See It.” “Put that
in your pocket. You’ll need it. We’re going to make all this happen today with my rapid belly melt. The first
tip, something called for Forskolin. Forskolin. It comes from the mint family, easy to find. But I want you to
first understand how it works…It burned that fat so fast on the inside, I didn’t even see it.” [Youtube,
Flattbellybible, uploaded 2/16/20] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “I Can Tell You About A Revolutionary Fat Buster…It Could Be The Magic Ingredient That Lets
You Lose Wight Without Diet Or Exercise.” “I can tell you about a revolutionary fat buster. You heard it
here first. It’s called Garcinia Cambogia, a pumpkin shaped fruit that grows in the South East Asia and
India. And it just might be the most exciting breakthrough in natural weight loss to date. Revolutionary
new research says, it could be the magic ingredient that lets you lose weight without diet or exercise. Dr.
Harry Preuss is at the forefront of the research.” [Youtube, Its Trending, 5/29/21] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
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Oz: “This Thing Is Lightning In A Bottle, Some Miracle Flower To Fight Fat.” “Secrets today, and this
one, you are going to love. It combines the two topics that get asked about the most, weight loss and
alternative health. This thing is lightening in a bottle, some miracle flower to fight fat. It’s called Forskolin. I
said Forskolin, not foreskin. Y’all got that? I see you up there saying... Not foreskin, Forskolin, Forskolin.
Weight loss expert, Lisa Lynn, says it has helped her clients double their weight loss. So what is
Forskolin?” [Youtube, YourBestFatBurner, 7/17/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “There Is Actually A New Medication…People Who Took This Medication Were Able To Lose
10% Of Their Body Weight.” “There is actually a new medication that's going to be looked at over the
next few months called Qnexa. We're doing a big show on it on Thursday and people who took this
medication were able to lose 10% of their body weight. I'm only throwing it out there because that degree
of impact is large and this drug is actually a combination of two medications. One changes the way food
tastes in your mouth and one changes how much you crave food, so it helps a lot of the emotional eaters
do what they want to do, which is to lose weight.” [Youtube, WGALTV, uploaded 4/19/12] (VIDEO)
DROPBOX

Oz: “You May Think Magic Is Make Believe, But This Little Bean Has Scientists Saying They Found
The Magic Weight Loss Cure For Every Body Type…The Miracle Pill Can Burn Fat Fast.” “You may
think magic is make believe, but this little bean has scientists saying they found the magic weight loss
cure for every body type. It's green coffee beans and when turned into a supplement, this miracle pill can
burn fat fast. For anyone who wants to lose weight, this is very exciting and it's breaking news.” [Youtube,
Kryza, 7/21/13] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz Promoted On The Dr. Oz Show “Conjugated Linoleic Acid” (CLA), Saying It Was A “Fat Melter”
That Was “Unique Because They Do Not Require Any Diet Or Exercise.” OZ: “I’m going to reveal the
three most promising fat melters….GUEST: “It melts it. Exactly. That’s why exercise works . You see, so
exercise creates that energy, creates that heat. It melts the fat. But now we know there’s some natural
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ways for that to happen without having to move. I don’t advocate not moving, but we know that it can
happen without moving.” MEHMET OZ: “And it is a challenge, I think, to melt fat for a lot of folks. But
today, we’ve got some ideas that are really going to help out. We’re going to start with fat melters, come
on back, that are unique because they do not require any diet or exercise. You guys ready to see what it
is?” AUDIENCE: “Yeah.” OZ: “I thought you would. All right. We’re going to start off with something that is
called CLA. It stands for a conjugate linoleic ac id. Conjugated linoleic acid. So Dr. Selhub, what is this?”
[Youtube, Nutriyourbody Fit & Health, 1/16/18] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

OTHER “CURES”
Oz On Red Organic Palm Oil: “Folks Who Are Using This Actually Lowered Their Bad Cholesterol
By Nearly 40% In One Month. I Mean - Drugs Don’t Even Do That.” “Folks who are using this actually
lowered their bad cholesterol by nearly 40% in one month. I mean-Drugs don't even do that. Like we talk
about with red Palm oil to ignite your metabolism like that Verses this, if you want to burn this away, you
want this happening to you. This candle doesn't match to it, and the candle will never be able to go there.
This will burn and it'll burnand it'll burn as you ingest this into your diet. And there was again, another
study done looking at women who were eating two tablespoons of an oil that was like Palm oil, and it
helped them turn up their metabolism and whittled away this belly fat,that so many of you are frustrated
by.” [Youtube, Erezi Otobo, uploaded 3/07/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “The Miracles Don’t Stop Here…I’ve Got A Brand New Miracle To Get You To Bed Tonight.”
“The miracles don't stop here. Number one thing, keeping you from being productive in 2013 is your lack
of sleep. I've got a brand new miracle to get you to bed tonight.” [Youtube, Erezi Otobo, uploaded
3/07/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “Today, I’m Revealing My Ultimate Alternative Medicine Treatments. If You’ve Got A Medical
Problem You Can’t Solve, You May Find The Answer In The Next Few Minutes.” “So today, I'm
revealing my ultimate alternative medicine secrets. If you've got a medical problem you can't solve, you
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may find the answer in the next few minutes.” [Youtube, Shine On With Angel, uploaded 4/03/19]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “It’s The Holy Grail Of Cancer Prevention, Stopping Cancer Before It Ever Starts. Now, I’m
Talking About Supplements That Help Fight Cancer….Y’all Have Cancer Cells Inside You Right
Now, But Here’s The Good News. Eating Certain Foods Can Starve These Cells.” “It's the holy grail
of cancer prevention, stopping cancer before it ever starts. Now, I'm talking about supplements that help
fight cancer and that you can incorporate in your diet right now. Here to reveal his top cancer fighters in a
bottle is naturopathic doctor and certified nutritionist, Lindsay Duncan. Thank you for joining us… Every
single person who can see me, can hear my voice, y'all have cancer cells inside of you right now, but
here's the good news. Eating certain foods can starve these cells and prevent them from growing so
today I'm revealing the best super foods that cut your cancer risk and I'm joined by Dr. William Li,
president of the Angiogenesis Foundation that researches how food can prevent cancer. ” [Youtube,
Rendlerendle, uploaded 11/21/12] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “How Much Would You Pay For A Pill That Takes Your Body Back 10 Years?...Could This Be
The Miracle Pill To Stop Your Body’s Aging…It’s Every Woman’s Desire To Look Younger…Could
Carnosine Actually Be The Fountain Of Youth?” “How much would you pay for a pill that takes your
body back 10 years? It helps you stay energized, keeps your skin smooth and improves your eyesight.
Could this be the miracle pill to stop your body's aging from the inside out...It's every woman's desire to
look younger while living longer. And now, new research points to a revolutionary anti-aging
breakthrough, Carnosine, that could help achieve that dream…Could Carnosine actually be the fountain
of youth?” [Youtube, Kregg Kittelson, 4/10/13] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “You Want To Look Younger, Feel More Energized And Boost Your Brain Power? You Can Do
It All With One Miracle Pill.” “You want to look younger, feel more energized and boost your brain
power? You can do it all with one miracle pill. It's made from the schisandra berry. Medicine hunter Chris
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Kilham is here to tell us why this natural anti-ager can make every woman look and feel years younger.”
[Youtube, Schizandra Miracle, 5/20/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “We’re Talking About Controversial Cures, And This Next One Has Me The Most Excited Of
Them All…It’s Controversial, It’s Unorthodox.” “We're talking about controversial cures, and this next
one has me the most excited of them all. Can energy waves like these help treat depression? Instead of
drugs, could magnetic therapy be the controversial solution to pull your brain out of the darkness…Is TMS
hype or the most outlandish cure yet for depression? It's controversial, it's unorthodox, and it's
revolutionary, but I believe this could be an effective treatment. And before we explain why this might
work, let me show you the area of the brain we think is responsible for depression. I've shown you brains
before, but this is vitally important if you're going to understand this approach to taking care of
depression.” [Youtube, Contemporary TMS, 4/13/15] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “Today We Are Changing The Practice Of Medicine…There’s A Revolutionary Cure For Pain
That Few Doctors Know About, Because It’s Not A New Pill Or Surgery. It Uses Moving Magnets.”
“Today we are changing the practice of medicine. And you get the help. Now, if you've tried everything to
ease your back pain, your neck pain, foot pain, arthritis pain, then this is the show for you. There's a
revolutionary cure for pain that few doctors know about, because it's not a new pill or surgery. It uses
moving magnets, energy waves that change the way your body copes with pain. Wait till you see what we
found…Listen, when we come up back, I'm going to talk to you about other magnetic devices you can get
into your own home. They're inexpensive, affordable. They're the ones that I actually recommend that you
try for some of the aches and pains that are afflicting so many of you.” [Vimeo, PureWaveNow.com,
uploaded 8/11/18] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

SUPPLEMENTS GENERALLY
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Oz Behind A Counter Full Of Bottles: “It Seems That There’s A Supplement Being Marketed For
Everything These Days.” “It seems that there's a supplement being marketed for everything these days,
but what exactly are you getting when you order natural products from big name retailers online? Are they
trustworthy? And more importantly, what should you look for when looking for supplements, vitamins, and
other natural products.” [DrOzShow.com, accessed 7/20/22] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

NEWS COVERAGE
NATIONAL
CNN: "He's One Of The Most Famous Doctors In America But Now Some People Are Accusing
Him Of Being A Scammer." [Youtube, CNN, 6/17/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
CNN: “Doctors Call For Firing Of Dr. Mehmet Oz.” “Tonight, something you don't hear very often. A
group of doctors calling for one of their own to be fired from his prestigious faculty position at an Ivy
league medical school. The fellow physician they're targeting is Dr. Mehmet Oz, popular television host
and vice chair of the Department of Surgery at Columbia University's medical school. And Dr. Oz has
been criticized in the past over claims he's made and products he's promoted on his show, but this time
members of his own profession are leading the charge…There's nothing ambiguous in the letter 10
doctors wrote about Dr. Mehmet Oz to the dean of Columbia University's medical school. ‘We are
surprised and dismayed that Columbia University's College of Physicians and Surgeons would permit Dr.
Mehmet Oz to occupy a faculty appointment. He has repeatedly shown disdain for science and for
evidence-based medicine. He has manifested an egregious lack of integrity by promoting quack
treatments and cures in the interest of personal financial gain.’” [Youtube, CNN, 4/17/15] (VIDEO)
DROPBOX

CNN: “He’s The TV Doctor Who Knows How To Sell America On What He Prescribes…His Empire
And Wealth Have Flourished…There’s The Daily TV Show Bringing In Millions, Making Dr. Mehmet
Oz A Household Name.” “He's the TV doctor who knows how to sell America on what he
prescribes…Oprah called Oz America's doctor. In 2004, his empire and wealth have flourished. There's
the daily TV show bringing in millions, making Dr. Mehmet Oz a household name.” [Youtube, CNN,
6/18/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
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CNN: “Senators Questioning Why Dr. Oz Calls Some Weight Loss Supplements Miracles Despite
There Being No Evidence They’re Effective…Dr. Oz In Representing Supplements As Effective Has
Crossed An Ethical Line…America’s Doctor, His Practices And Empire Now On The Exam Table.”
“Senators questioning why Dr. Oz calls some weight loss supplements miracles despite there being no
evidence they're effective. Dr. Oz says he derives no money from the supplements industry and has
addressed the language he uses to describe products on his show…Some say though, Dr. Oz in
representing supplements as effective has crossed an ethical line...America's doctor, his practices and
empire now on the exam table.” [Youtube, CNN, 6/18/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Fox News: “10 Prominent Doctors…Demanding Columbia University Ditch TV Doctor Oz…Over
The Promotion Of Some Questionable Products On A Show…‘Oz Has Manifested An Egregious
Lack Of Integrity By Promoting Quack Treatments And Cures In The Interest Of Personal Financial
Gain.’” “10 prominent doctors, 10, demanding Columbia University ditch TV Doctor Oz from its surgery
faculty over the promotion of some questionable products on a show. That group of doctors wrote this.
"Dr. Oz has manifested an egregious lack of integrity by promoting quack treatments and cures in the
interest of personal financial gain." [Youtube, Fox News, uploaded 4/19/15] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

ABC News: Oz “Under Fire…For Making Claims On His TV Show About Miracle Weight Loss…Diet
Scams, Billions Of Dollars Worth.” “He was under fire from members of Congress for making claims on
his TV show about miracle weight loss…found himself in the hearing room hot seat...Senators are worried
about diet scams, billions of dollars worth, and even some of the language Dr. Oz uses while promoting
products." [Youtube, ABC News, 6/18/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
NBC News: “Tonight Dr. Oz Is Facing New Heat As More Doctors Come Out Against Him. And Now
It’s Doctors Within His Own Hospital…But Now, More Criticism.” “Tonight Dr. Oz is facing new heat
as more doctors come out against him. And now it's doctors from within his own hospital raising questions
about some of the health advice he dispenses on his show. Tonight, in an exclusive interview, he opens
up to NBC's Stephanie Gosk coming out swinging against his critics…But now, more criticism. In a USA
Today op-ed posted online today, five medical doctors, and three PhDs from Columbia University write,
‘Many of us are spending a significant amount of our clinical time debunking Ozisms... This
unsubstantiated medicine solely the reputation of Columbia University.’ Before the editorial was
published. Dr. Oz defended the content of his show in an exclusive interview with NBC News.” [Youtube,
NBC News, uploaded 4/24/15](VIDEO) DROPBOX
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CNN: “McCaskill Isn’t The Only One Taking Aim At This Celebrity Physician…‘Dr. Oz., World’s
Best Snake Oil Salesman.” "Some weight loss companies may be putting out false claims and people
like Dr. Oz, part of the problem." McCaskill isn't the only one taking aim at this celebrity physician, just
check out this headline. It's from the Daily Beast and it reads, "Dr. Oz, world's best snake oil salesman."
[Youtube, CNN, 6/17/22] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

CBS Evening News: “10 Physicians From Across the Country Want Him Fired. They Wrote A
Letter Accusing Him Of Quack Treatments And Cures In The Interest Of Personal Financial Gain.”
“But the latest criticism is about his seat as vice chair of the Department of Surgery at Columbia
University Medical Center. 10 physicians from across the country want him fired. They wrote a letter
accusing him of promoting quack treatments and cures in the interest of personal financial gain. Dr. Oz
released this response that will air on his show tomorrow.” [Youtube, CBS Evening News, 4/22/15]
(VIDEO) DROPBOX

ABC News: Oz Critics Say “Many Of [Them] Are Spending A Significant Amount Of Our Clinical
Time Debunking Ozism’s” And One Said “Oz Has Chosen To Evade Responsibility.” Dr. Oz's
critics now include eight members of the Columbia faculty who wrote in Op Ed in USA Today saying,
"Many of us are spending a significant amount of our clinical time debunking Ozism's," …Dr. Gilbert Ross
firing back after the show telling ABC News, "Instead of addressing the primary concern that he often
dispenses questionable medical advice Dr. Oz has chosen to evade responsibility." [Youtube, ABC News,
uploaded 4/24/15] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

CNN: “TV Host Dr. Oz Being Sued For Advice He Gave To Viewers Who Struggle To Fall Asleep.”
P”opular TV host Dr. Oz being sued for advice he gave to viewers who struggle falling asleep. One viewer
in particular, a New York City man, says he watched on April 17th when Dr. Oz recommended viewers
put a little bit of uncooked rice in a pair of socks, warm them up in a microwave oven, and then slip them
on. He did give a disclaimer, ‘Make sure the sock is not too hot.’ He said to lie for 20 minutes in bed with
those socks on. The man says he got third degree burns from doing it, and he filed a lawsuit.” [Youtube,
CNN, 3/20/13] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
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Vox: “It’s No Secret That TV Star, Dr. Oz, Doesn’t Exactly Prioritize Evidence Based Health
Advice…Oz Once Told Me…If He Didn’t Have The Glitzy Stuff, Nobody Would Watch His Show.
The Trouble Is Viewers Get Common Sense Advice Along With A Big Dose Of Nonsense.” “ He
may be a surgeon. He may reach more people in an hour than most doctors treat in their lifetimes, but it's
no secret that TV star, Dr. Oz, doesn't exactly prioritize evidence based health advice…Dr. Oz once told
me in an interview that if he didn't have the glitzy stuff, nobody would watch his show. The trouble is
viewers get common sense advice along with a big dose of nonsense. It can be hard to tell the
difference…He tells people to invest their money and everything from special powders to tea and extracts
for their mega metabolism boosting capabilities.” [Youtube, Vox, 8/25/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
John Oliver: “Oz Had A Rough Year From Being Grilled By A Senate Committee To Having A
Major Medical Journal Claimed That Evidence Supported Less Than Half Of The
Recommendations On His Show.” “Dr. Oz has had a rough year from being grilled by a Senate
Committee to having a major medical journal claimed that evidence supported less than half of the
recommendations on his show, to having one of his guests, celebrity nutritionist, Lindsey Duncan pay $9
million to settle a lawsuit with the FTC for misleading claims.” [Youtube, Timoteo Gonzalez Sr., uploaded
4/27/15] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
John Oliver: Oz “A Quack Who Serves Viewers Horse Shit Dressed Up As Medicine…Ringmaster
Of A Middling Mid Afternoon Televised Snake Oil Dispensary.” “A quack who serves viewers horse
shit dressed up as medicine. And his response to that has been pathetic… You are also the, admittedly
handsome, ringmaster of a middling mid afternoon televised snake oil dispensary. And it says something
that even when you do a show with seven fake models of human feces, the biggest piece of shit on the
stage has his name in the title. Isn't freedom of speech great?” [Youtube, Timoteo Gonzalez Sr., uploaded
4/27/15] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
Doctor On ABC Calls Oz "Extremely Irresponsible...Fear No Good Scientist Would Ever Do That
Kind Of You Are Telling Parents They Are Poisoning Their Children And You Have Absolutely No
Evidence." [Youtube, ABC News, 9/15/11] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
Senate Hearing On Weight-Loss Products Advertising Featuring Oz. [CSPAN, accessed 7/20/22]
(VIDEO)
PENNSYLVANIA
KDKA: “Dr. Oz In The Hot Seat In Washington. Senators Criticized The Talk Show Host Doctor As
A Power Driving Many Fraudulent Diet Ads.” “Well, Dr. Oz in the hot seat in Washington. Senators
criticized the talk show host doctor as a power driving many fraudulent diet ads. But he says he’s actually
a victim too. He admitted to sometimes colorful language when talking about questionable diet pills but
said the companies that make them often use his words as an endorsement when that’s not really what
he’s doing. He said he has sued some of the companies using his image in their ads.” [KDKA, 6/17/14]
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WJAC: “A Grilling On Capitol Hill…Mehmet Oz.” ANCHOR 1: “A grilling on Capitol Hill Tuesday
getting a lot of attention. Dr. Mehmet Oz, one of the nation’s best known doctors, on TV and otherwise,
went to Washington to ask for help fighting internet marketers who use his likeness to sell dubious weight
loss products.” ANCHOR 2: “But instead senators replayed clips from Dr. Oz’s own show where he used
words like ‘miracle’ and ‘magic weight loss pill’ and suggested he himself was part of the problem.”
[WJAC, 6/18/14] (VIDEO)
WJAC: “Today On Capitol Hill, Senators Were Asking Why A Respected Cardiac Surgeon Would
Use Words Like ‘Miracle’ And ‘Magic Pill.’” “For millions of Americans, if Dr. Oz says it, it must be
true… on Capitol Hill, senators were asking why a respected cardiac surgeon would use words like
‘miracle’ and ‘magic pill’ when talking about green coffee beans.” [WJAC, 6/18/14] (VIDEO)

WYOU: “Oz Received A Scolding From Senators Today At A Hearing On False And Deceptive Diet
Ads.” ANCHOR: “Dr. Oz received a scolding from senators today at a hearing on false and deceptive diet
ads. The hearing comes as the Federal Trade Commission sues Pure Green Coffee, a company based in
Florida. The suit says the company began selling its product weeks after green coffee was promoted on
the Dr. Oz Show. Dr. Oz said he has been the victim of scammers who use his discussion of weight loss
products as endorsements even though he makes a point not to promote specific brands.” [WYOU,
6/17/14] (VIDEO)

WTAJ: “The Committee Was Making An Example Of Dr. Mehmet Oz…Oz Has Talked About The
Benefit Of Products…That Have Been Fined By The FDA For False Ad Claims.” V/O: “Senator Claire
McCaskill said the committee was making an example of Dr. Mehmet Oz who she accused of using his
television fame to promote weight loss aids.” AMES: “In his show, Dr. Oz has talked about the benefits of
products like raspberry ketone, as well as Sensa, and pure green coffee, two items that have been fined
by the FDA for false ad claims.” [WTAJ, 6/17/14] (VIDEO)

WSEE: “Oz Is Among The Witnesses In A Senate Hearing Focused On False And Deceptive
Advertising” That He Endorsed. “Dr. Oz is among the witnesses in a Senate hearing focused on false
and deceptive advertising for weight loss products. The hearing comes as the Federal Trade Commission
sues Florida-based Pure Green Coffee. The suit alleges the company capitalized on the green coffee
bean diet fad with bogus weight loss claims, and fake news sites, and markets to its supplement. Now, it
also says the company falsely claimed Dr. Oz had endorsed the product.” [WSEE, 6/17/14] (VIDEO)
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WPVI: “Oz Is Testifying Today On Capitol Hill. He’ll Be Questioned About False And Deceptive
Advertising Of Weight Loss Produces. One Company Claiming It Was Endorsed By Dr. Oz Is
Being Sued.” “Dr. Oz is testifying today on Capitol Hill. He’ll be questioned about false and deceptive
advertising of weight loss products. One company claiming it was endorsed by Dr. Oz is being sued.”
[WPVI, 6/17/14] (VIDEO)

WNEP: Oz “Part Of A Senate Committee Hearing On Phony And False Promises.” [WNEP, 6/17/14]
(VIDEO)

WHTM: “On The Hot Seat, Dr. Mehmet Oz.” NEWSCASTER: “On the hot seat, Dr. Mehmet Oz, a
cardiothoracic surgeon who became a household name with his popular daytime television show that
focuses on health and wellness issues…She said that viewers trust Dr. Oz, and when he makes
statements like that, they pay attention.” SEN. MCCASKILL: “I’m concerned that you are melding medical
advice, news, and entertainment in a way that harms consumers.” KAREN TRAVERS: “The government
is cracking down. Last month, the FTC said it is suing the pure green coffee company for making false
weight loss claims after that big boost from Dr. Oz.” [WHTM, 6/17/14] (VIDEO)

ISSUES
ABORTION
Oz: “Roe Versus Wade Must Be Overturned.” “The overturn of Roe v. Wade, which I do believe will
happen, will push this back to the states where it should have been. And I’m a constitutionalist, very
strong, as you know, on the First Amendment, what you and I practice, the freedom to say whatever we
want to say, including all those clips from either side, learn everything everybody, get smart, including, by
the way, on Kathy Barnette. Don’t vote until you actually understand what she stands for. Number two is
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Second Amendment because it’s there to protect all the others. But the Tenth Amendment we forget,
which is if the federal government isn’t given the right to do something, it falls back to the states. Roe
versus Wade must be overturned.” [11:00, Brian Kilmeade Show, 5/13/22] (AUDIO)
Oz: “I Think Roe Was Wrongly Decided. This Is A Correction Of An Error.” [Youtube, Fox News,
6/13/22] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
Oz, When Asked At A Republican Primary Debate Whether He Supported Exceptions For Abortion
Bans, Said “There Should Be An Exception For The Life Of The Mother.” HOST: “Should there be
exceptions for rape, incest or the life of the mother? 30 seconds.” […] Oz: “There should be an exception
for the life of the mother. We don't want mothers dying as they tried to give birth to a child.” [PA
Homepage, Republican Primary Debate, 0:09:49, 04/25/22] (VIDEO)
Oz, While Discussing Exceptions For An Abortion Ban, Said “In Our Family, We Would Not Grant
Exceptions.” “In our family, we would not grant exceptions, but as a representative in the United States
Senate articulating what is best for our Commonwealth, I would find did in my heart to understand why
that will be an incredibly difficult situation for a family to be at.” [Dom Giordano Program, Mehmet Oz,
0:04:51, 5/6/22] (AUDIO)
CHINA
Oz: “I Want To Share Some Blessings And Wishes With The Chinese Associates Of USANA
Baby…I’ve Been Touring Around The Country, I First Came To China In 1993…I’ve Had A Long
History Of Coming To This Great Country.” “I want to share some blessings and wishes with the
Chinese associates of USANA baby care. I'm very proud of what you've been able to accomplish. I've
been touring around the country, I first came to China in 1993, actually operated at Fuwai Hospital, in the
military 301 hospital. I've had a long history of coming to this great country and learning more about the
health of the Chinese people and what they need and the ability of wonderful companies like USANA
Baby Care, to play a role in helping with mothers who want to have children, children who want to get
smarter, and adults who want to be able to play at a better level in their life. And the ability of companies
like USANA that make that possible, makes me very happy.” [Youtube, The REAL Dr. Mehmet Oz,
2/09/22] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “I Love Working In China…I’ll Be Speaking To Chinese Media.” “Hey, I'm Dr. Oz. I want to wish
Global Fertility & Genetics and its CEO, Annie Lou, a great success on their New York City event. I'm
missing your wonderful event because I'm in Los Angeles at the Emmy Awards where we just won the
best show. So we're really happy. And listen, I always value excellence in medicine, and I love working in
China. In fact, I'm going to be visiting China with USANA Health Sciences this coming May 27th to 29th,
to explore both traditional Chinese medicine and conventional Western medicine and see how they work
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together. I'll be speaking to Chinese media and talking to lots of folks about what really moves the health
of the world. So I hope to see you all pretty soon.” [Youtube, The REAL Dr. Mehmet Oz, uploaded
2/01/22] (VIDEO) DROPBOX

Oz: “I Spend A Lot Of Time In China…We Need To Work With China.” [Youtube, The REAL Dr.
Mehmet Oz, uploaded 2/01/22] (VIDEO) DROPBOX
TAXES
Oz: “Smart People Hire Accountants Who Are Able To Get Around These Tax Rules.” [Wayne Allyn
Root Show, 15:30, 3/30/22] (AUDIO)
Oz Said, “There’s Nothing Brave About Giving Three Hundred Dollars To Every Child.” “So, to
address it, we have to do the brave things that you’re electing us to do. Listen, I’m running to serve the
people of Pennsylvania. If I serve you honorably —and we may not agree on everything, but the things I
say I’m going to do, I need to do. And our elected representatives have not done that. We cowered and
gave in to spending bills we didn’t have the money to give away. There’s nothing brave about giving three
hundred dollars to every child. It sounds great, right? I would do it in the right context, but it’s not a brave
move. You know, you can just print money and send it away. The brave move is to get rid of poverty and
to build jobs. That’s the best solution. And we’re not making those moves in America. And that’s the kind
of bold, loud leadership with clear vision —because there’s a fine line between vision and hallucination—
you gotta have a vision that people see with you.” [Audacy, Rich Zeoli Show, 00:07:52, 2/7/22] (AUDIO)
Oz, When Asked Which Current U.S. Senator He Identified With The Most Or Thought He Could
Work With Or Learn From, Stated The He Liked Senator And NRSC Chair Rick Scott Who Had
“Been A Wonderful Adviser” And Who Provided “A Vision For What The Party Can Do Going
Forward.” CHRIS STIGALL: “I asked those that you're running against, last week, right after the debate, I
asked each of them and I'll ask you too, is there a senator at present in the United States Senate with
whom you most identify or you think if you became the next senator from Pennsylvania, you'd maybe like
to work with or learn from or track with, or say I like their style.” OZ: “I like Rand Paul because he's very
analytic. I've had him on my show, I visited with him. He's a physician, ophthalmologist, but he's actually
able to ask challenging questions, but he's tenacious at it; He doesn't just take the first answer. I like Tim
Scott a lot because he's done a great job showing that the party is a big tent, that we can speak to
everybody. He's got a real passion when he speaks. And I like Rick Scott, the senator from Florida, and
he's been a wonderful advisor-- just sort of giving me insights about the human elements of being a
candidate. But he also has a vision for what the party can do going forward. And we may not all agree on
the specifics of the vision, but, y'know, you want to have a game plan, something that you're aiming
towards and I think he's tried to do that and that'll be-- y'know these are the earlier steps that need to be
taken so when we take back the Senate in November, we have a very clear ideal of what to do.”
[Philadelphia’s Morning Answer, 01:36:26, 4/5/22] (AUDIO)
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Oz Claimed That Sen. Rick Scott’s Plan Was “A Game Plan, Something That You're Aiming
Towards” And “A Very Clear Ideal Of What To Do.” CHRIS STIGALL: “I asked those that
you're running against, last week, right after the debate, I asked each of them and I'll ask you too,
is there a senator at present in the United States Senate with whom you most identify or you think
if you became the next senator from Pennsylvania, you'd maybe like to work with or learn from or
track with, or say I like their style.” OZ: “I like Rand Paul because he's very analytic. I've had him
on my show, I visited with him. He's a physician, ophthalmologist, but he's actually able to ask
challenging questions, but he's tenacious at it; He doesn't just take the first answer. I like Tim
Scott a lot because he's done a great job showing that the party is a big tent, that we can speak
to everybody. He's got a real passion when he speaks. And I like Rick Scott, the senator from
Florida, and he's been a wonderful advisor-- just sort of giving me insights about the human
elements of being a candidate. But he also has a vision for what the party can do going forward.
And we may not all agree on the specifics of the vision, but, y'know, you want to have a game
plan, something that you're aiming towards and I think he's tried to do that and that'll be-- y'know
these are the earlier steps that need to be taken so when we take back the Senate in November,
we have a very clear ideal of what to do.” [Philadelphia’s Morning Answer, 01:36:26, 4/5/22]
(AUDIO)
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